Outline

VISUAL REHAB FOLLOWING A NEUROLOGICAL EVENT
• Red flags
• Sequence of action
• When should you refer?
• Relationship of eye-brain anatomy to perception/processing

DIAGNOSIS: VISUAL ACUITY & VISUAL FIXATION
• Screening methods
• Treatment and compensation strategies
• Vision fix for the low functioning client
• Advanced technology options

DIAGNOSIS: OCULAR MOTOR ALIGNMENT & DEPTH PERCEPTION
• Determine the diagnosis
• Cover/uncover test
• Assessment, demonstration & lab practice
• Establish treatment protocols

DIAGNOSIS: VISUAL FIELD CUT
• Anatomical review of the visual pathway
• Determine the diagnosis
• Assessment, demonstration & lab practice
• Peripheral test
• Confrontation test
• Establish treatment protocols

DIAGNOSIS: NEUROLOGICAL SPATIAL NEGLIGÉ, NEUROLOGICAL HEMISPHERIC SYNDROME
• Determine the diagnosis
• Differentiate between cut and neglect
• Why is left neglect more common than right?
• Assessment, demonstration & lab practice
• Simultaneous stimulus test
• Pencil and paper screeners
• Neuro handling principles
• Positioning strategies to rehabilitate
• Establish treatment protocols

DIAGNOSIS: VISUAL FIELD CORT
• Anatomical review of the visual pathway
• Determine the diagnosis
• Assessment, demonstration & lab practice
• Peripheral test
• Confrontation test
• Establish treatment protocols

DIAGNOSIS: OCULAR MOTOR ALIGNMENT & DEPTH PERCEPTION
• Determine the diagnosis
• Cover/uncover test
• Assessment, demonstration & lab practice
• Establish treatment protocols

Who Should Attend
• Occupational Therapists
• Certified Occupational Therapy Assistants
• Physical Therapists
• Physical Therapy Assistants
• Speech-Language Pathologists
• Audiologists
• Nurse Practitioners
• Physician Assistants
• Nurses

What to Bring
• Please bring colored pencils, markers, or highlighters.

Live Seminar & Webcast Schedule (Times listed in Central)
7:30: Registration/Morning Coffee & Tea
8:00: Program begins
Lunch: 1 hour (on your own)
3:30: Program ends

Advanced your skills with intensive lab sessions

Don’t Miss!
LIVE VIDEO WEBCAST
FRIDAY
September 27, 2019
REGISTER ONLINE
pesirehab.com/webcast/72660

Bring any training in-house!
Convenient • Cost-Effective • Customizable
for more information visit www.pesirehab.com/inhouse

REGISTER NOW: pesirehab.com/express/72417

Visual Rehab After Neurological Events
Seeing the World Through New Eyes

• Differentiation challenges addressed – is it a field loss or neglect?
• Strategies to achieve functional improvements for stroke/TBI clients
• Documentation tips to justify the need for continued treatment
• Evaluation skills for ocular motor skill impairment, visual field loss, visual spatial inattention & pusher syndrome/midline orientation shift
• Recommend interventions for ocular motor, field cut and neglect
• Low and no cost intervention options - for any setting

Arlington Heights, IL
Thursday September 26, 2019
Downers Grove, IL
Friday September 27, 2019
Live Video Webcast
Friday September 27, 2019

Arlington Heights, IL
Downers Grove, IL
Live Video Webcast
Thursday September 26, 2019
Friday September 27, 2019
Friday September 27, 2019

Who Should Attend
• Occupational Therapists
• Certified Occupational Therapy Assistants
• Physical Therapists
• Physical Therapy Assistants
• Speech-Language Pathologists
• Audiologists
• Nurse Practitioners
• Physician Assistants
• Nurses

What to Bring
• Please bring colored pencils, markers, or highlighters.
Feeling lost in determining a treatment plan with a neurological client? Have you asked yourself:

- What is the best evidence-based therapy protocol?
- How do you know if you are facing a field loss or a neglect?
- How do you determine visual function when your client is confused?
- Is this a vision or a cognitive impairment?

Robert has been in that fog and come out the other side with wonderful, functional, and cost- conscience options to show and share. He cultivates that therapy should be specific to the client’s challenge and that requires an astute awareness of the impairment. This insightful seminar provides assessments that are revealed in this course, along with functional treatment interventions to ensure successful therapy sessions. He shares anecdotes and case studies that highlight how the protocols can be put in practice. These stories assist in elevating the inexperienced therapist and communicating with the experienced therapist. The course content is largely interactive and offers numerous lab sessions proving the engaging experience that therapists crave.

Speaker

Robert Constantine, OTR/L, is an expert in visual and neurological rehabilitation with over 20 years of experience guiding patients to recovery from visual disorders that result from brain injury, stroke, and developmental delays. He is a member of the Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Society and has over 20 years of experience in guiding patients to recovery from visual disorders that result from brain injury, stroke, and developmental delays.

Objectives

- Articulate the description of ocular motor skill impairment, visual field loss, visual spatial inattention, and midline syndrome.
- Demonstrate competent assessment of ocular motor skills, visual field loss, visual spatial inattention, and midline syndrome.
- Describe the difference between field impairment and neglect.
- Prescribe treatment interventions for ocular motor skills, visual field loss, visual spatial inattention, and midline syndrome.
- Demonstrate effective documentation of assessment and intervention to justify skilled services.

Materials

- Financial
- Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Society
- National Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Society
- State Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Society
- Professional organization

Additional fees may apply for the day, go to: www.pesirehab.com/express/72417

*Please return entire registration form

CAN’T ATTEND THE SEMINAR?
See below for individual product options

How to Register

ONLINE

Please complete online form to notify you of seminar changes;
please print, copy, duplicate forms.

Mail

See complete online address on packet or seminar side

Name__________________________
Professional____________________
Employer Name_________________
Employer Address________________

PHONE

800-844-8260
Please have license number available.

FAX

800-554-9775

MAIL

PESI, Inc.
PO BOX 1000
Eau Claire, WI 54702-1000

Check location: (choose one)

Check website:

NEAL LAKES, IL
September 26, 2019
Arbe' DoubleTree Hotel Chicago Arbe' 75 West Algonquin Rd - 60053 (847) 655-1500

DOWNTOWN GROVE, IL
September 27, 2019
Chicago Marriott Suites Downers Grove 400 N Cass St (630) 852-1510

SEMINAR CREDIT INFORMATION

Live Seminar Continuing Education Credit Information

Prerequisite: None. This course consists of 6.0 clock hours of instruction that is presented to meet the requirements for 6.0 CE Hours for: • Physical Therapists & Physical Therapist Assistants. • Speech-Language Pathologists. • Occupational Therapists. • Occupational Therapy Assistants. • Some other state boards of therapy or state boards of medicine.

Fees:

• $30 Tuition: Payment may be made at the seminar site, or call 800-844-8260. *FREE Military Tuition: Must have current military ID. *Attendees add applicable state and local taxes except in AK, DE, MT, NH, OR

Check enclosed payable to PESI, Inc.

D/C: VISA: MC: Discover:American Express

Signature_________________________________________________

Card Exp: ____________________________V Code:*_________________

Registration required.

Limited seats available; pre-registration required.

*Shipping is $6.95 first item – choose one of the options below:

a. Electronic - $13.95 for PDF file
b. DVD – $109.99

FREE ITEM!

Fot Veterans & Active Military Personnel

*Attendees add applicable state and local taxes except in AK, DE, MT, NH, OR

Product Total $ __________
Subtotal $ __________
Sales Tax $ __________
**Tax

TOTAL $ __________

Review the product information flyer to verify you are eligible for the discount.

AYE-NO

The seminar is available to you only if you are a registered attendee and fulfill the criteria for the discount. You may be eligible to receive a partial tuition refund or an additional discount. Contact PESI Customer Service with the subject line, "Evaluation and Certificate" within one week. This email will contain a link to complete the seminar evaluation and if your attendance has been verified, pre-registered attendees will receive an email from PESI, Inc. with your webinar session details, including the seminar evaluation and certificate.
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